Eaters of the dead that hunger for the living, the first ghouls were the undead remains of humans who had, in life, indulged in unwholesome pleasures, such as cannibalism or necrophilia; the original dread ghouls were individuals who had exhorted or compelled others to such acts while alive. Although both types of undead can create more of their kind, dread ghouls maintain their role as leaders of their normal kindred.

Also called ghoul lords, dread ghouls are to ghouls what dread ghasts are to ghasts. Both dread creatures can command normal ghouls, and this situation often creates conflict. Because they cannot command normal ghasts, however, dread ghouls often find themselves on the losing side of such battles.

A dread ghoul looks like a gray, emaciated version of its living form. Its limbs often end in terrible claws caked with grave dirt and the rotting flesh of its last disinterred meal. A dread ghoul's eyes glow dimly with an angry light, and its hunger for flesh is clearly evident on its features.

**CREATING A DREAD GHoul**

“Dread Ghoul” is an acquired template that can be added to any living creature (referred to hereafter as the base creature). A dread ghoul uses all the base creature’s statistics and special abilities except as noted here.

**CHALLENGE RATING:** Same as base creature +1.

**TYPE:** The creature’s type changes to undead. Do not recalculate base attack bonuses, saves, or skill points.

**ALIGNMENT:** Any evil.

**SENSES:** Dread ghouls gain the scent universal monster ability.

**ARMOR CLASS:** Natural armor class improves by +2.

**HIT DICE:** Change all of the base creature’s racial HD to d8s.

**DEFENSIVE ABILITIES:** A dread ghoul gains channel resistance +4 and immunities from the undead type.

**SPEED:** If the base creature has a climb speed and a land speed, increase the climb speed to match the land speed unless it is already higher. If the base creature lacks one of those speeds, the dread ghoul gains the missing mode of movement at a speed equal to the other. If the base creature lacks both modes of movement, the dread ghoul gains both at a speed equal to one-half the base creature’s highest speed.

**ATTACKS:** All of the base creature’s natural attacks gain paralysis (1d4+1 rounds). Elves are not immune to a dread ghoul’s paralysis ability.

If the base creature possesses at least one mouth but has no natural attack with it, the dread ghoul gains a bite attack.
with each mouth. The bite attack is primary if the base creature has no natural attacks; otherwise it is secondary. If the base creature possesses at least one arm but has no natural attacks (except slam) with it, the dread ghoul gains a primary claw attack with each such limb. In the case where the base creature has slam attacks with its arms they become claw attacks.

The damage for the attacks gained by the dread ghoul depends on the base creature’s size. Damage from any claw attacks granted by this template is treated as if the base creature was one size category larger.

**Special Attacks:** The dread ghoul retains all the base creature’s special attacks and gains those described here.

- **Command Ghouls (Su):** As a free action, a dread ghoul can automatically command all normal ghouls within 30 feet (as the command undead spell). Normal ghouls never attack a dread ghoul unless compelled.

- **Create Spawn (Su):** In most cases, dread ghouls feast on the bodies of the fallen. However, any creature killed by a dread ghoul that lies undisturbed until the next midnight rises as a dread ghoul at that time. The new dread ghoul is not under the control of its creator. A protection from evil or gentle repose spell cast on the corpse prevents this.

**Abilities:** Str +2, Dex +4, Int +2, Wis +4, Cha +2. As an undead creature, a dread ghoul has no Constitution score.

**Skills:** A dread ghoul gains a +8 racial bonus on Survival checks.

**SAMPLE DREAD GHOUL**

*A walking horror of dead blue flesh and empty, dark eyes. Gore and filth mat its beard.*

**GHOUL LORD FROST GIANT**

A blight on the frozen lands, a ghoul lord frost giant fills the same role with the dead as a frost giant jarl with living giants. Ever hungry, the giant and its undead minions raid local villages and towns, leaving nothing but blood on the snow.

---

**GHOUL LORD FROST GIANT**

CR 10 • XP 9,600

Male dread ghoul frost giant (Pathfinder® Roleplaying Game Bestiary™)

CE Large undead (cold, giant)

Init +1; Senses low-light vision, scent; Perception +21

**Defense**

AC 25, touch 10, flat-footed 24 (+4 armor, +1 Dex, +11 natural, −1 size)

hp 77 (14d8+14)

Fort +10, Ref +5, Will +8

Defensive Abilities channel resistance +4, rock catching; Immune cold, undead traits
Weakness vulnerability to fire

**OFFENSE**

**Speed** 40 ft., climb 40 ft.
**Melee** greataxe +19/+14 (3d6+15/x3), bite +14 (1d8+5 plus paralysis), or 2 claws +19 (1d8+5 plus paralysis)
**Ranged** rock +10 (1d8+15)
**Space** 10 ft.; **Reach** 10 ft.
**Special Attacks** command ghouls, create spawn, paralysis (1d4+1 rounds, DC 18, elves not immune), rock throwing (120 ft.)

**STATISTICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stat</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Str</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dex</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wis</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cha</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Base Atk** +10; **CMB** +21 (+23 overrun, sunder); **CMD** 32 (34 vs. overrun, sunder)

**Feats** Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Overrun, Improved Sunder, Martial Weapon Proficiency (greataxe), Power Attack, Skill Focus (Stealth)

**Skills** Climb +16, Craft (weaponsmith) +9, Intimidate +14, Perception +21, Stealth +14 (+18 in snow), Survival +12;

**Racial Modifiers** +4 Stealth in snow, +8 Survival

**Languages** Common, Giant, Necril

**Gear** chain shirt, greataxe

**ECOLOGY**

**Environment** cold mountains

**Organization** solitary, gang (2-5), or band (self plus 1d6 ghouls)

**Treasure** standard

**SPECIAL ABILITIES**

**Command Ghouls (Su)** See the dread ghoul template.
**Create Spawn (Su)** See the dread ghoul template.